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a b s t r a c t
NASA’s Juno spacecraft will make microwave and gravity measurements of Jupiter. These can reveal
information about the composition of Jupiter’s atmosphere and about the temperature and density structure below the visible clouds, which is in balance with the structure of the zonal winds. Here we show
that there exist strong physical constraints on the structure of the off-equatorial deep zonal winds,
and that these imply dynamical constraints on the thermal and gravitational signals Juno will measure.
The constraints derive from the facts that Jupiter is rapidly rotating, has nearly inviscid ﬂow, and has
strong intrinsic heat ﬂuxes emanating from the deep interior. Because of the strong intrinsic heat ﬂuxes,
Jupiter’s interior is convecting, but the rapid rotation and weak viscosity constrain the convective
motions away from the equator to occur primarily along cylinders parallel to the planet’s spin axis. As
a consequence, convection is expected to approximately homogenize entropy along the spin axis, thereby
adjusting the interior to a convectively and inertially nearly neutral state. In this state, entropy gradients
perpendicular to the spin axis are constant but generally not zero on cylinders concentric with the spin
axis. Additionally, thermal wind balance relates entropy gradients perpendicular to the spin axis to the
zonal wind shear between the observed cloud-level winds and winds in the deep interior (pressures of
order 106 bar), which must be much weaker because otherwise the Ohmic energy dissipation produced
by the interaction of the zonal winds with the planetary magnetic ﬁeld would exceed the planetary luminosity. Combining these physical constraints with thermal and electrical properties of the atmosphere,
we obtain that zonal winds away from the equator likely extend deeply into Jupiter (to a depth between
about 0.84RJ and 0.94RJ with Jupiter radius RJ) but have strengths similar to cloud level winds only within
the outer few percent of Jupiter’s radius. Meridional equator-to-pole temperature contrasts in thermal
wind balance with the zonal winds increase with depth and reach 1–2 K at 50 bar; they would reach
O(10 K) if the winds were shallowly conﬁned, as has been proposed previously. Such temperature contrasts will be detectable by Juno’s microwave instrument and are expected to be much larger than those
associated with variations in water vapor abundance. The associated gravitational signals of the zonal
winds will also be detectable by Juno, but they will be more difﬁcult to distinguish from those implied
by other ﬂow models with deep zonal ﬂows. The combination of Juno’s gravity and microwave instruments should be able to distinguish deep ﬂows (detectable gravitational signals) from shallow ﬂows
(detectable thermal signals), providing strong constraints on the penetration depth of substantial zonal
winds.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The only available data about the zonal wind, temperature, and
density of Jupiter below the visible clouds come from the descent
of the Galileo probe into the planet in 1995, delivering data about
the atmosphere at the entry point (6.5°N) up to pressures of
21 bar (Atkinson et al., 1997, 1998). NASA’s Juno mission will
reach Jupiter in 2016 and is expected to deliver the ﬁrst data set
of the temperature and density structure below the visible clouds.
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It will make microwave and gravity measurements from orbit
around Jupiter. These measurements will contain information
about the composition of the atmosphere (which affects emissivities and the equation of state) and about the ﬂow (which affects
temperature and density gradients). To disentangle compositional
and dynamical information, it is essential to have independent
constraints on either. Here we show that there exist strong dynamical constraints on the density and temperature structure, and we
calculate the gravity and temperature signals they imply under
plausible assumptions for free parameters in the ﬂow structure.
The dynamical constraints derive from the well known facts
that Jupiter is rapidly rotating, has strong intrinsic heat ﬂuxes
emanating from the deep interior, and has nearly inviscid ﬂow
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(Ingersoll et al., 2004; Guillot et al., 2004). The intrinsic heat ﬂux
(6 W m2) is sufﬁciently strong to lead to convection in Jupiter’s
deep interior, up to near the tropopause (Guillot, 1999). Convective
plumes penetrating into the upper troposphere have indeed been
observed (Gierasch et al., 2000; Porco et al., 2003; Sánchez-Lavega
et al., 2008). Jupiter’s rapid planetary rotation (small Rossby numbers) and negligible viscosity imply that convective motions are
predominantly conﬁned to surfaces of constant angular momentum per unit mass (Busse, 1976, 1994; Christensen, 2001; Heimpel
et al., 2005; Aurnou et al., 2008; Kaspi et al., 2009; Jones and Kuzanyan, 2009; Gastine and Wicht, 2012). These angular momentum
surfaces are approximately cylinders concentric with the planet’s
spin axis because the small Rossby number means the angular
momentum is dominated by the contribution from the planetary
rotation. Because viscous dissipation is negligible in Jupiter’s atmosphere and radiative adjustment timescales below the upper troposphere are longer than convective timescales (Guillot et al.,
2004; Guillot, 2005), we expect that, in the interior, entropy is
approximately materially conserved in convective motions and
so will become approximately homogenized along angular
momentum surfaces. That is, we expect that convection homogenizes entropy in the direction of the planet’s spin axis, establishing
a state that is nearly neutral with respect to convective and inertial
instabilities, in which entropy and angular momentum surfaces are
aligned (Emanuel, 1983, 1994; Thorpe and Rotunno, 1989). Indeed,
data from the descent of the Galileo probe show that the stratiﬁcation of the atmosphere below the clouds is close to convectively
neutral (Magalhães et al., 2002). But because the rapid planetary
rotation constrains motion perpendicular to angular momentum
surfaces to be weak, entropy need not be approximately homogenized perpendicular to the spin axis—a restrictive assumption that
has often been made in models of Jupiter’s interior (e.g., Ingersoll
and Porco, 1978), but that, as we will discuss, is unlikely to be satisﬁed for dynamical reasons (Liu and Schneider, 2010). Instead, entropy homogenization along the spin axis implies that entropy
gradients perpendicular to the spin axis are constant along cylinders—a less restrictive assumption that we will exploit to constrain
the ﬂow structures at depth.
Entropy gradients perpendicular to the spin axis are related to
the zonal wind and its shear through the thermal wind balance
(Smith et al., 1982; Vallis, 2006; Kaspi et al., 2009). The zonal wind
shear below the visible clouds is not generally known (except in
the upper layers of the atmosphere and at the Galileo entry site);
however, the zonal wind at the cloud level is known (Limaye,
1986; Porco et al., 2003). It is very unlikely that the zonal winds extend into the deep interior unabatedly because if they would, their
interaction with the planetary magnetic ﬁeld would generate electric currents deep in the interior, where the atmosphere is electrically conducting (Nellis et al., 1996). The Ohmic energy dissipation
of these electric currents (and thus ultimately the dissipation of kinetic energy) would exceed the net planetary luminosity (Liu et al.,
2008). This is impossible since the kinetic energy dissipation cannot exceed the total energy available to drive the ﬂow from intrinsic heat ﬂuxes and absorption of solar energy combined. Liu et al.
(2008) showed that at 0.96RJ (Jupiter radius RJ), the zonal winds
must be weaker than the observed upper-tropospheric winds for
the Ohmic dissipation to be smaller than the net planetary
luminosity.
The notion that zonal winds in Jupiter’s interior are much weaker than at cloud level is supported by recent numerical simulations
that take a radially varying electrical conductivity into account and
that show slow convection in the dynamo region (with higher electrical conductivity) coexisting with strong zonal ﬂows higher up in
the atmosphere (Heimpel and Gómez Pérez, 2011). It is also supported by measurements of the secular variation of Jupiter’s magnetic ﬁeld, which suggest ﬂow velocities of order of 103 m s1 in

the planetary interior (Russell et al., 2001; Guillot et al., 2004).
So the zonal wind shear is constrained by observations of the
winds at cloud level, by the thermal wind balance, by the assumption of entropy gradients perpendicular to the spin axis being constant along cylinders, and by the requirement that the winds at
depth are negligibly weak compared with the cloud-level winds.
We will exploit these constraints to make predictions of the thermal and gravitational signals of Jupiter’s deep zonal winds, assuming a ﬁxed composition (equation of state) of the atmosphere.
Section 2 begins with a review of thermal wind balance in a
deep atmosphere and calculates the temperature structure implied
by the zonal winds, under different assumptions about the level at
which they are negligibly weak. Section 3 calculates the gravitational signals implied by the zonal winds. Section 4 summarizes
the results and implications for measurements by the Juno
mission.
2. Thermal signals of deep zonal winds
2.1. Thermal wind balance in a deep atmosphere
Jupiter’s rapid rotation means that the Rossby number Ro = U/
(2XL\) is small (with zonal velocity scale U, angular velocity of
planetary rotation X, and length scale of zonal-ﬂow variations L\
in the direction perpendicular to the planet’s spin axis). With typical scales for upper-tropospheric zonal winds (U [ 100 m s1,
L\  2000 km), the Rossby number is [0.1, and it is even smaller
for the weaker zonal winds expected in the planetary interior
(Schneider and Liu, 2009). Additionally, viscous and other momentum dissipation is expected to be weak (small Ekman number)
above any dissipative layer at depth, e.g., where the interaction
of magnetic ﬁelds with ﬂows generates dissipation. Therefore,
the atmospheric ﬂow above any dissipative layer at depth is expected to be in geostrophic balance to leading order, and to the extent the atmosphere is also in hydrostatic balance, thermal wind
balance holds. For a deep atmosphere (i.e., not making the thinshell approximation), the thermal wind balance in the anelastic
approximation is (Ingersoll and Pollard, 1982; Kaspi et al., 2009)

2X  ru  2Xr  u ¼ as rs0  g:

ð1Þ

Here, X is the planetary angular velocity vector, u is the 3D atmospheric velocity vector, g(r) is the gravitational acceleration, and s is
the speciﬁc entropy; primes denote ﬂuctuations about a reference
state with constant entropy ~s and with hydrostatically balanced
~ðrÞ and density q
~ ðrÞ
pressure p

~ ðrÞgðrÞ;
$p~ðrÞ ¼ q

ð2Þ

where r is the spherical radius. (We neglect Jupiter’s oblateness
throughout this paper. The gravitational acceleration g(r) depends
~ ðrÞ in the hydrostatic reference state and varies
on the density q
with r.) The coefﬁcient





1 @q
as ¼  ~
q @s

ð3Þ
p

is an entropic expansion coefﬁcient that relates isobaric density
~ ¼ as s0 at p0 = 0); for
ﬂuctuations to entropy ﬂuctuations (i.e., q0 =q
an ideal gas, as = 1/cp, where cp is the speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure. Because of the generally nonzero baroclinic term
asrs0  g on the right hand side of the thermal wind Eq. (1), the
Taylor–Proudman theorem does not necessarily apply, although
both the Rossby and Ekman numbers are small in Jupiter’s off-equatorial region (Pedlosky, 1987). Instead of the homogenized entropy
and vanishing zonal wind shear along the spin axis under Taylor–
Proudman conditions, the zonal wind shear along the spin axis
and the corresponding entropy perturbations perpendicular to it
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are not necessarily small on Jupiter but are related by the thermal
wind equation and are coupled dynamically through a mean meridional circulation (Schneider and Liu, 2009).
For our purposes, it is convenient to use cylindrical coordinates
(with cylindrical radius r\ and height z above the equatorial plane
measured in the direction of the planet’s spin axis), and to focus on
the zonal (azimuthal) wind component u. Thermal wind balance
then becomes

2X

@u
@s0
@s0
¼ as g sin /
 as g cos /
;
@z
@r ?
@z

ð4Þ

where / is latitude, related to the cylindrical coordinates through

sin /ðz; r ? Þ ¼

z
ðz2 þ r 2? Þ

1=2

:

ð5Þ

This thermal wind equation relates the zonal wind shear along
the spin axis to the entropy variations in Jupiter’s deep atmosphere; it generalizes the standard thermal wind equation for an
ideal-gas atmosphere in a thin shell (e.g., Ingersoll and Cuzzi,
1969).1
The observed intrinsic heat ﬂux emanating from Jupiter’s deep
interior is so strong that, in the interior, heat is transferred
primarily by convection (Guillot et al., 2004). This convection is
expected to be sufﬁciently vigorous to homogenize entropy along
the direction of convective motions (Guillot and Morel, 1995;
Guillot, 2005). Because the Rossby number is small and viscous
momentum dissipation and thermal diffusion are negligible,
convective motions are approximately aligned with surfaces of
constant planetary angular momentum, which are cylinders concentric with the planet’s spin axis (Busse, 1976; Aurnou et al.,
2008; Kaspi et al., 2009). Therefore, where solar radiative ﬂuxes
are sufﬁciently weak and thermal radiative adjustment timescales
are sufﬁciently large (below the upper troposphere), convection
tends to homogenize entropy in the direction of—but not
necessarily perpendicular to—the planet’s spin axis. The radiativeconvective equilibrium state with entropy homogenized along
angular momentum surfaces is neutral with respect to convective
and inertial axisymmetric instabilities and has zero slantwise
convective available potential energy, which convection tends to
deplete (Emanuel, 1994; Thorpe and Rotunno, 1989). The tendency of convection to homogenize entropy in the direction of
the spin axis (@s0 /@z  @s0 /@r\) means that the thermal wind
balance (4) reduces to

@u as g sin /ðz; r ? Þ @s0
:

@z
2X
@r ?

ð7Þ

This relates entropy gradients perpendicular to the spin axis to
the zonal velocity shear along the spin axis. Evidence that this is in
fact the dominant balance comes, for example, from the general
circulation model simulations of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere in
Schneider and Liu (2009) and Liu and Schneider (2010), which have
radiative and intrinsic energy ﬂuxes consistent with Jupiter observations and equilibrate to a statistically steady state with entropy
approximately homogenized along angular momentum surfaces
below 0.7 bar and away from the equator. At deeper levels in
the simulations, the meridional entropy gradient (the thin-shell
analog of @s0 /@r\) varies with latitude, and the vertical entropy gra1
The thermal wind equation reduces to the standard thermal wind equation for an
ideal-gas atmosphere (s0 = cplog h with potential temperature h) in the limit of a thin
atmospheric shell (r = a = const., neglecting vertical Coriolis accelerations),

@u
g @h
¼
:
@ ~z
f h @y

ð6Þ

Here, y = a/ is the meridional coordinate, ~z is the altitude (spherical radius) coordinate (with ~z sin / ¼ z and ~z cos / ¼ r ? ), and f = 2Xsin / is the Coriolis parameter.

dient is about an order of magnitude smaller than the meridional
entropy gradient. Within a few degrees of the equator, this is not
necessarily true, as the Rossby number may not be small and the
thermal wind equation does not hold accurately (Aurnou et al.,
2008); however, our focus here is on the off-equatorial regions.
Additionally, simulations of deeper atmospheric shells show that
thermal plumes away from the equatorial region indeed generally
align with the planet’s spin axis and that the dominant component
of the convective heat transfer is axial (Aurnou et al., 2008; Kaspi
et al., 2009).2
2.2. Constraints on the depth of zonal winds and on entropy gradients
The thermal wind balance (7) shows how a given zonal wind
shear along the spin axis is associated with an entropy gradient
perpendicular to the spin axis. The zonal wind shear is related to
the penetration depth of substantial zonal winds. If the zonal
winds are conﬁned to a shallow weather layer (e.g., Ingersoll
et al., 2004), the zonal wind shear along the spin axis and the associated entropy gradient perpendicular to it are large. If the zonal
winds penetrate deeply (e.g., Busse, 1994), the zonal wind shear
along the spin axis and the associated entropy gradient perpendicular to it are smaller.
Within the atmospheric shell with substantial zonal winds, the
zonal winds are almost certainly sheared in the direction of the
spin axis, and the associated entropy gradients perpendicular to
the spin axis are nonzero. The reason is that the zonal winds and
entropy gradients must satisfy two constraints: (i) they must be
approximately in thermal wind balance where dissipation is weak
and (ii) along any angular momentum surface (approximately a
cylinder), the net angular momentum ﬂux convergence by eddies
must be balanced by angular momentum dissipation at depth
(Schneider and Liu, 2009; Liu and Schneider, 2010). These twin
constraints generally cannot be satisﬁed with zonal winds that
do not vary in the direction of the spin axis. Rather, zonal winds
generally must be sheared along angular momentum surfaces, as
seen in the simulations in Schneider and Liu (2009) and Kaspi
et al. (2009). The Taylor–Proudman state, in which entropy is completely homogenized and the zonal winds are constant along the
spin axis, is unlikely to be attained in the atmospheric shell of substantial zonal winds.
For Jupiter, observations of the ﬂow in the upper troposphere
provide constraints on the depth to which substantial zonal winds
can extend. It has been observed that in the upper troposphere, eddies generally transport angular momentum out of retrograde and
into prograde jets, thus transferring kinetic energy to the mean zonal winds (Ingersoll et al., 1981; Salyk et al., 2006). It is not clear
how deeply into the atmosphere this kinetic energy transfer extends. But if the eddy angular momentum ﬂuxes per unit volume
extended unabatedly over a layer of only 50 km thickness (e.g.,
from about 0.3 to 2.5 bar pressure) and if vertical zonal-wind variations over this layer are weak (as is generally assumed), the total
energy conversion rate would already amount to 0.5 W m2, or
4% of the total energy uptake of the atmosphere from intrinsic
heat ﬂuxes and absorption of solar radiation. It would be
2
Simulations of deeper atmospheric ﬂows on Jupiter generally use excessive
isotropic viscous dissipation of momentum and entropy throughout the interior,
rather than dissipation solely at depth. As a result, they exhibit a tendency toward
isotropic entropy homogenization (e.g., Aurnou et al., 2008; Jones and Kuzanyan,
2009). Zonal winds and the associated thermal wind shear do not satisfy the
constraints discussed in Section 2.2 in a way that is consistent with the angular
momentum ﬂuxes observed in the upper troposphere, which for energetic reasons
must be baroclinic and cannot extend to great depths (Schneider and Liu, 2009; Liu
and Schneider, 2010). Therefore, it is difﬁcult to infer relative magnitudes of entropy
gradients in the direction of the spin axis and perpendicular to it from such
simulations.
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the order of 102 m s1 would already experience a substantial dissipation of more than 1 W m2 (assuming the magnetic ﬁeld can be
obtained by downward continuation of the upper atmospheric
ﬁeld; see Appendix A). So the zonal winds likely are negligibly
weak at this and deeper levels (Liu, 2006). On the other hand, outside 0.97RJ, the electrical conductivity is so low ([103 S m1)
that zonal winds of the strength of those observed in the upper troposphere would experience less than 102 W m2 dissipation—
about an order of magnitude less than the total dissipation in the
simulation in Schneider and Liu (2009). So substantial zonal winds
likely extend to deeper levels. Hence, the Ohmic dissipation produced by interaction with the magnetic ﬁeld constrains substantial
zonal winds to extend to a cutoff radius rc that lies somewhere between 0.84RJ and 0.97RJ, corresponding to between about 1.4  106
and 3.6  104 bar pressure. Because the electrical conductivity increases exponentially with depth, this constraint on the cutoff radius is not very sensitive to uncertainties about the strength of
the magnetic ﬁeld (which increases with depth, toward the source
of the ﬁeld). For example, a magnetic ﬁeld an order of magnitude
stronger than that at the top of Jupiter’s atmosphere would increase the lower bound on rc to 0.89RJ (see Appendix A).
The Ohmic dissipation constraint derives from the energy balance. Additional constraints derive from the angular momentum
and hydrostatic balance, which allow us to tighten the upper
bound of the depth range to which substantial zonal winds may
extend. At levels below the cutoff radius, either thermal wind balance has to break down or entropy must be isotropically homogenized, so that the zonal winds can remain weak at these deeper
levels. (Otherwise, thermal wind balance and constant entropy
gradients perpendicular to the spin axis would continue to imply
shear in the direction of the spin axis, implying a reversal and
strengthening of zonal winds that would violate the energetic constraints.) Thermal wind balance breaks down where the electrical
conductivity is sufﬁciently large that the Maxwell stress determines
the zonal wind shear along the spin axis. Order-of-magnitude

correspondingly larger or smaller if the angular momentum ﬂuxes
were conﬁned to a deeper or shallower layer (Liu and Schneider,
2010). Therefore, the kinetic energy transfer from eddies to the
mean ﬂow must be baroclinic and cannot extend to great depths.
In a statistically steady state, mean-ﬂow kinetic energy must either
be dissipated at depth at a rate equal to the upper-tropospheric
transfer from eddies or must be transferred back to eddies by
angular momentum ﬂuxes opposing those observed in the upper
troposphere. It is very unlikely that there are eddy angular
momentum ﬂuxes at depth that exactly balance those in the upper
troposphere; no model has produced such angular momentum
ﬂuxes, and no mechanisms to generate them have been proposed.
So the mean zonal winds likely experience dissipation at depth. A
plausible dissipation mechanism is the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) drag that is produced by the interaction of winds with
the magnetic ﬁeld and the Ohmic dissipation of the resulting electric currents. This occurs at depths where the electrical conductivity of the atmosphere is sufﬁciently large.
The electrical conductivity of hydrogen (Jupiter’s main constituent) can be calculated using a semiconductor model with linear
band gaps determined by experimental shockwave data (Nellis
et al., 1992, 1996; Liu et al., 2008). The derived electrical conductivity increases exponentially with depth up to a plateau at
0.84RJ, where it reaches 2  105 S m1 (Fig. 1a). Above 0.94RJ, it
is in agreement with the electrical conductivity determined by
ab initio simulations (French et al., 2012). Below 0.94RJ, the electrical conductivity determined by ab initio simulations increases
more rapidly with depth and reaches 3.39  106 S m1 at around
0.1RJ (Fig. 1a). For the inferences in this paper, we will primarily
use the electrical conductivity calculated from the semiconductor
model but will discuss results implied by the electrical conductivity determined from ab initio simulations where applicable.
The Ohmic dissipation produced by the interaction of a given
magnetic ﬁeld with the zonal winds scales linearly with electrical
conductivity (Liu, 2006; Liu et al., 2008). At 0.84RJ, zonal winds on
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estimates indicate that the Maxwell stress starts to become important at or below 0.94RJ (see Appendix B). So assuming that radiative ﬂuxes are too weak to isotropically homogenize entropy
outside 0.94RJ, it is unlikely that the cutoff radius for substantial
zonal winds is larger than that. Therefore, as a conservative bracket
for the cutoff radius, we assume it is in the range of 0.84 to 0.94RJ,
corresponding to 1.4 to 0.2 Mbar pressure. Additionally, calculations using the electrical conductivity proﬁle from ab initio simulations (French et al., 2012) do not change the 0.94RJ upper
bound but likewise move the lower bound to 0.89RJ because the
electrical conductivity below 0.94RJ in the ab initio simulations is
signiﬁcantly higher than that derived by simple semiconductor
models (Fig. 1a).
2.3. Possible zonal winds and entropy gradients
Integrating the thermal wind Eq. (7) along the planet’s spin axis
from the cylindrical depth zc = zc(rc, r\) corresponding to the spherical cutoff radius rc (where u  0) to the upper troposphere at cylindrical depth zR = zR(R, r\) and spherical radius R gives a relation
between the upper-tropospheric zonal wind uR(/) = uR(r\(/)) and
the thermal structure of the atmosphere below:

uR ð/Þ ¼

1 @s0
2X @r ?

Z

zR

as g sin /0 dz:

ð8Þ

zc

Here, sin /0 ¼ z=ðz2 þ r 2? Þ1=2 , and the entropy gradient @s0 /@r\ perpendicular to the spin axis can be taken outside the integral because
the assumption that entropy is homogenized along the spin axis implies that the gradient perpendicular to it must be constant going
down along the spin axis. Solving for this gradient gives

@s0
2XuR ð/Þ
¼ R zR
;
@r ?
as g sin /0 dz
z

ð9Þ

c

which relates it to the observed upper-tropospheric zonal winds uR,
the cutoff-radius rc, and the entropic expansion coefﬁcient as.
To determine the entropic expansion coefﬁcient as, an equation
of state (EOS) is needed. In Jupiter’s upper atmosphere, the EOS is
well approximated by that for an ideal gas. Deep in the interior, as
the pressure and temperature increase, hydrogen becomes semiconducting because of the effects of pressure ionization, electron
degeneracy, and Coulomb interactions. There, the EOS differs from
that for an ideal gas. We use the Saumon–Chabrier–Van Horn
(SCVH) EOS (Saumon et al., 1995) with the reference entropy measured by the Galileo probe, following Kaspi et al. (2009) who applied this EOS in Jupiter simulations.3 This adiabatic reference
proﬁle matches well with the modeled interior mean density–temperature–pressure proﬁle (Guillot and Morel, 1995), although differences exist (Kaspi et al., 2009). In using the SCVH EOS, we ignore the
effects of latent heat release in phase transitions (e.g., of water) on
the entropy. Fig. 1b shows the resulting entropic expansion coefﬁcient as as a function of the normalized radius. It rapidly decreases
with depth, in part because the mean density in the denominator
of (3) increases rapidly with depth.
The rapid decrease of as with depth means that, by thermal
wind balance (7) and using @s0 /@r\  const, most of the zonal wind
shear will be concentrated in the outer few percent of Jupiter’s radius, irrespective of where substantial dissipation occurs (see Fig. 2
for an illustration). Thus, the value of the entropy gradient perpen3
The Galileo probe measured an approximately dry adiabatic temperature–
pressure proﬁle, passing through 260 K and 4.18 bar (Seiff et al., 1998). Based on
the SCVH EOS, the corresponding speciﬁc entropy is 6.27  104 J kg1 K1. The are
uncertainties about this reference entropy: it may range from 6.24 to 6.31  104 J kg1 K1 (Seiff et al., 1998). But these uncertainties about the reference entropy will
only affect the mean entropy, not the meridional entropy gradients and associated
temperature gradients that are our focus.

dicular to the spin axis (9) is not very sensitive to the chosen cutoff
radius, provided it is sufﬁciently small so that it lies below the
layer of substantial as (cf. Fig. 1b). Whether rc = 0.9RJ or rc = 0.84RJ
Rz
is used changes the integral zcR as g sin /0 dz by less than 15% when
cylinders intersecting midlatitudes in the upper troposphere are
considered. The corresponding change in the entropy gradient perpendicular to the spin axis (9) likewise is less than 15%.
These expectations are borne out more precisely by calculations
of the entropy gradient perpendicular to the spin axis (9) for different cutoff radii rc. Instead of showing the entropy gradient directly
as a function of r\, we use latitude in the upper troposphere as an
equivalent but more intuitive abscissa (Fig. 3a). As expected, entropy gradients corresponding to shallowly conﬁned zonal winds are
larger than those corresponding to deeply penetrating zonal winds.
Moreover, since as is positive, going downward in the direction of
the spin axis (i.e., going toward lower jzj at ﬁxed r\), the entropy
gradient @s0 /@r\ has the same sign as the upper-tropospheric zonal
wind: Going downward in the direction of the spin axis where the
observed zonal wind is prograde, the entropy gradient @s0 /@r\ is
positive, so the entropy increases with r\; the opposite holds
where the observed zonal wind is retrograde. The entropy gradient
vanishes going downward from where the observed zonal wind
vanishes (Fig. 2). Thus, the correlations between the signs of the
entropy gradient and of the zonal winds project downward along
the spin axis.
In the equatorial region where the cylindrical radius r\ is greater
than the cutoff radius rc (outside the tangent cylinder), the zonal
wind shear in the direction of the spin axis and the entropy gradient
perpendicular to it are not well constrained by the arguments we
presented. Zonal winds within that region still connect with the
ﬂow at depth along surfaces of constant angular momentum per
unit mass, which are approximately cylinders concentric with the
spin axis. But these cylinders no longer intersect a region of substantial MHD drag. The arguments we presented hence do not constrain the zonal wind shear and the entropy gradient in that region
(corresponding to latitudes j/j < arccos(rc) in the upper troposphere); we have left their values open in Figs. 2 and 3. It is possible
that the zonal wind shear in the direction of the spin axis and the
entropy gradient perpendicular to it approximately vanish in this
region, so that a Taylor–Proudman state is attained (or nearly so).
Where the zonal wind shear and entropy gradients are constrained, the zonal wind in the entire troposphere can be calculated by integrating the thermal wind balance (7) downward
from the observed upper-tropospheric winds. Substituting the
expression for the entropy gradient (9) into the thermal wind balance, using u(zc)  0, and integrating gives

Rz
uðzÞ ¼ uR ð/Þ R zzcR
zc

as g sin /0 dz
:
as g sin /0 dz

ð10Þ

This shows explicitly that the zonal winds under our assumptions (principally, that entropy is homogenized in the direction of
the spin axis but not necessarily perpendicular to it) only depend
on the cutoff-radius rc and the EOS, which determines as. It provides a more physically plausible zonal wind structure than those
assumed in previous models (e.g., Busse, 1976; Jones and Kuzanyan, 2009), which are difﬁcult to reconcile with observations,
for example, of angular momentum ﬂuxes in the upper troposphere (Schneider and Liu, 2009; Liu and Schneider, 2010).
The zonal winds shown in Fig. 2 are calculated from (10) for
rc = 0.84RJ. The ﬁgure shows that, consistent with the preceding discussion, substantial zonal winds are primarily conﬁned to the upper
atmosphere (because of the decrease of as with depth). Generally,
the strength both of prograde and retrograde jets decreases with
depth toward zero at the cutoff radius rc; zeros of the zonal winds
project downward along the spin axis (Schneider and Liu, 2009).
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Fig. 2. Mean zonal wind u (left), its shear @u/@z in the direction of the spin axis (middle), and corresponding entropy gradient perpendicular to the spin axis @s0 /@r\ (right), all
for a cutoff radius rc = 0.84RJ. The gray contours indicate the zero lines.
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Fig. 3. (a) Entropy gradient @s0 /@r\ perpendicular to the spin axis as a function of latitude / in the upper troposphere. (b) Entropy perturbation (relative to isentropic
reference state) s0 as a function of latitude /. The integration constant to obtain the entropy perturbation was arbitrarily ﬁxed so that s0 = 0 at the tangent cylinder where
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this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

2.4. Implications for temperature gradients
To obtain the entropy perturbation s0 in the interior atmosphere
as a function of cylindrical radius (or latitude), we integrate Eq. (9)
for the entropy gradient from the pole to the tangent cylinder
where r\ = rc (see Fig. 2), arbitrarily ﬁxing the integration constant
so that s0 = 0 at the tangent cylinder. As is already clear from the
entropy gradients, the equator-to-pole entropy contrast increases
with increasing cutoff radius (Fig. 3b). For rc = 0.84RJ, the equator-to-pole entropy contrast is less than 25 J kg1 K1; for rc = 0.94RJ, the equator-to-pole entropy contrast is 50 J kg1 K1; for the

even larger cutoff radius of rc = 0.9965RJ (corresponding to a pressure of 100 bar), which we consider unrealistic, the equator-topole entropy contrasts would reach 475 J kg1 K1. However, these
entropy contrasts are still small compared with the entropy of the
1
reference state we assumed (~s ¼ 6:27  104 J kg K1 , see footnote
3), so the assumption in (1) of small entropy ﬂuctuations about the
reference state is well justiﬁed.
The temperatures T corresponding to the entropies s can be obtained from the EOS. Fig. 4 shows contours of pressure p as a function of logðs=~sÞ and log(T/T0) (reference temperature T0) for the
SCVH EOS. The mean temperature increases with pressure in the
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100 bar), 0.9954RJ (200 bar), and 0.9917RJ (1000 bar), the temperature contrasts at different pressures are much larger, reaching
O(10 K) at 50 bar (Fig. 6).
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2.5. Implications for Juno’s microwave measurements
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Fig. 4. Contours of pressure p as a function of logðs=~sÞ and log(T/T0) for the SCVH
EOS (blue). The mean isentropic reference state with the entropy
~s ¼ 6:27  104 J kg1 K1 determined by Galileo probe measurement at the entry
point is shown as the red dashed horizontal line. The reference temperature for
normalization is chosen to be T0 = 1000 K. The ﬁrst contour in the upper left corner
corresponds to p = 0.01 bar, and pressure increases by a factor of 10 for each
additional contour to the right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

isentropic reference state, and the magnitude of temperature deviations for a given entropy deviation from the reference state also
increases with pressure. For example, a 0.1% deviation of the entropy from the reference state corresponds to a 1.5-K temperature
deviation at 1 bar, to a 10-K temperature deviation at 103 bar,
and to a 20-K temperature deviation at 106 bar.
Fig. 5 shows the temperature perturbation as a function of latitude at different pressures and for different cutoff radii. (The temperature at the tangent cylinder is ﬁxed by the integration constant
for the perturbation entropy.) As for the entropy perturbations, the
temperature perturbations are larger for shallower cutoff radii, as
was recognized decades ago (e.g., Smith et al., 1982). For a cutoff
radius of 0.84RJ, the equator-to-pole temperature contrast is
0.4 K at the 1-bar level and 1 K at the 50-bar level. For a cutoff
radius of 0.94RJ, the equator-to-pole temperature contrast is
0.7 K at the 1-bar level and 2 K at the 50-bar level. For calculations with unrealistic cutoff radii of 0.9965RJ (corresponding to

Juno’s microwave instrument is designed to measure the
brightness temperature in six channels that are sensitive to different pressure intervals between 0.5 bar and O(100 bar). It is expected to detect relative brightness temperature variations of
0.1%, or variations of 0.1 K in a mean brightness temperature background of 100 K (Janssen et al., 2005).
According to our results, at 10 bar with a mean brightness
temperature of 330 K, plausible equator-to-pole temperature contrasts associated with the zonal winds range from 0.6 K (for
rc = 0.84RJ) to 1.2 K (for rc = 0.94RJ). These dynamical temperature
variations are much larger than the expected detection limit. By
contrast, Janssen et al. (2005) shows that a variation in water vapor
relative humidity from 100% to 20% has less than 0.1% effect on
brightness temperature. Thus, the meridional temperature variations associated with the zonal winds are more easily detectable
than variations of water vapor relative humidity.
However, the thermal signals produced by variations of ammonia abundances can be much larger than those produced by the zonal winds. Janssen et al. (2005) shows that increasing the ammonia
abundance from 3 to 5 times solar abundance decreases the microwave brightness temperature by 20–25 K. If the ammonia abundances exhibit large meridional variations, it may be difﬁcult to
detect the temperature variations associated with the zonal winds.
But if ammonia abundances are meridionally homogenized at
depth, Juno’s microwave measurements, if they indeed will be able
to detect relative brightness temperature variations of 0.1%, will
provide strong constraints on the cutoff radius of the zonal winds.
3. Gravitational signals of deep zonal winds
Written in terms of density rather than entropy, the thermal
wind balance also gives the density anomalies q0 associated with
a given zonal wind proﬁle (Kaspi et al., 2010):

~ u:
$q0  g ¼ ð2X  $Þ½q
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ð11Þ
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Fig. 5. Temperature perturbation as a function of latitude at different pressure levels. As in Fig. 3, green solid lines correspond to rc = 0.84RJ, magenta dashed lines to
rc = 0.90RJ, and orange dash-dot lines to rc = 0.94RJ. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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where l0 = sin / and Pn is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. We
consider the gravitational signals produced by equatorially symmetric zonal winds, which we take to be the winds obtained from
the observed upper-tropospheric winds averaged between the
northern and southern hemisphere. These are perturbations of the
gravitational signals arising from the solid body rotation and also

from the oblateness of Jupiter, which we continue to neglect in the
calculation of the perturbation zonal harmonics.5
Equatorially symmetric winds give rise to equatorially symmetric density perturbations and hence to even gravitational zonal
harmonics DJn; odd zonal harmonics vanish. In the off-equatorial
region, we calculate the winds based on (10), using the observed
cloud-level zonal winds averaged between the northern and southern hemisphere as upper boundary condition uR(/). In the equatorial region outside the tangent cylinder (outside r\ = rc), the zonal
wind shear in the direction of the spin axis can vanish because cylinders concentric with the spin axis do not intersect the region of
MHD drag at depth. We assume the equatorial winds penetrate
unabatedly to the interior along the spin axis. As an example,
Fig. 7 shows the density anomaly produced by such winds for
the cutoff radius rc = 0.84RJ. The density anomaly in the equatorial
region is greater than that in the off-equatorial regions because
equatorial wind speeds are greater. In the off-equatorial regions,
the density anomaly is concentrated in the upper atmosphere
due to the concentration of the wind shear there.
The corresponding even gravitational zonal harmonics DJn are
shown in Fig. 8 for cutoff radii rc = 0.84RJ, 0.94RJ, 0.9917RJ (corresponding to 1000 bar), and 0.9965RJ (100 bar). For comparison,
Fig. 8 also shows the zonal harmonics Jn of the reference state in
solid body rotation (Hubbard, 1999), and the zonal harmonics
DJn for zonal winds decaying very slowly with depth with scale
height of 108 m (Kaspi et al., 2010). The magnitude of the zonal
harmonics Jn of the reference state decreases rapidly with degree
n; the magnitude of the perturbation zonal harmonics DJn associated with zonal winds is smaller for small n but does not decrease
as rapidly for large n. Thus, to detect the even zonal harmonics

4
In the calculation of the density perturbation from the thermal wind Eq. (12), an
integration constant q00 ðrÞ at each spherical radius r needs to be determined. Although
this constant cannot be uniquely determined, we determine q00 ðrÞ by the requirement
that integrated over the sphere with radius r, the density perturbation vanishes, so
that the perturbed state continues to satisfy in the mean the hydrostatic balance of
~ . Because in spherical geometry (which we assume),
the reference state with density q
only the latitudinally varying part of the density affects the gravitational zonal
harmonics (14), this choice of integration constant does not affect the zonal
harmonics of interest to us here.

5
Kong et al. (2012) calculated the gravity perturbations induced by deep zonal
ﬂows on a rapidly rotating oblate spheroid with constant density. According to their
calculations, the gravitational zonal harmonics associated with the oblateness of the
planet are much larger than those associated with the zonal ﬂows for lower zonal
harmonic degrees (n < 6). However, they are negligible for higher zonal harmonic
degrees (n J 6). Since the ﬂattening of Jupiter is relatively small (1/16) and the
gravitational zonal harmonics produced by zonal winds dominate over solid body
rotation only for higher zonal harmonic degrees in any case [40], we neglect the
gravity perturbation produced by the oblateness of Jupiter in this calculation.

The azimuthal component, now in spherical coordinates (r, /), is

~ @u 2Xr sin / @ q
~u
@q
2X cos /q
þ
;
¼
@/
g
@r
@/
g
0

ð12Þ

where the gravitational acceleration g(r) continues to be a function
of r. Using the SCVH EOS and assuming a hydrostatic reference state
~ is only a function of spherical rain which the reference density q
dius r, we can integrate the thermal wind equation along the meridional direction for any r and obtain the density perturbation for a
given zonal wind distribution (Kaspi et al., 2010).4
The density anomaly q0 perturbs Jupiter’s gravity ﬁeld through
the perturbation of the gravitational potential

"
#
1  n
X
GM
a
VðrÞ ¼
ðJ n þ DJ n ÞPn ðlÞ :
1
r
r
n¼2

ð13Þ

Here, G is the gravitational constant, M is the planetary mass, a = RJ
is the planetary radius (taken at 1 bar), Jn is the zonal harmonic
~ in
associated with the hydrostatic reference density distribution q
solid body rotation, and DJn is the gravitational zonal harmonic
associated with the density perturbation,

DJ n ¼ 

1
Man

Z
0

a

r02þn dr

0

Z 2p
0

dk0

Z

1

Pn ðl0 Þq0 dl0 ;

ð14Þ

1
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and they are signiﬁcantly larger than Jn for n J 14. For zonal
winds with a cutoff radius corresponding to 1000 bar, the zonal
harmonics DJn start to be comparable in magnitude with Jn at
n J 14; for even shallower zonal winds, the zonal harmonics DJn
start to be comparable with Jn only at even higher n J 16. These
results are consistent with those of Kaspi et al. (2010), who found
similar relations between the depths of the zonal winds and gravitational zonal harmonics by varying a speciﬁed exponential decay
depth of the winds.
Juno’s gravity instrument is expected to be able to detect gravitational zonal harmonics up to degree 12. Considering the possible
noise in the data and the uncertainties in our model, it may be difﬁcult for the gravity instrument to distinguish the effects of cutoff
radii of 0.84 and 0.94RJ on the even zonal harmonics produced by
equatorially symmetric zonal winds. It may also be difﬁcult to distinguish our ﬂow model from zonal winds that are decaying only
slowly with depth (Kaspi et al., 2010). Measurement of the odd zonal harmonics produced by equatorially asymmetric zonal winds
might help to distinguish different ﬂow scenarios (Kaspi, 2013).
Nonetheless, Juno’s gravity instrument can be expected to be able
to distinguish deep-ﬂow scenarios (with cutoff radii as shallow as
0.94RJ) from shallow-ﬂow scenarios (with cutoff radii corresponding to 1000 bar or less), which we consider implausible. If the
gravity instrument were not to detect signals from deep zonal
winds, the large meridional temperature variations associated with
shallow zonal winds and their shear should be detectable by the
microwave instrument.
Since the relation (12) between density perturbations and zonal
wind perturbations and the decomposition (14) of the gravitational
potential into zonal harmonics are linear, the perturbation zonal
harmonic DJn can be further decomposed into a part associated
with equatorial winds and a part associated with off-equatorial
winds (inside the tangent cylinder with r\ = rc). For deep cutoff radii (such as 0.84RJ), the gravitational signals produced by equatorial winds dominate (Fig. 9a). For shallower cutoff radii (such as

Fig. 7. Density perturbation q0 (kg m3) for cutoff radius rc = 0.84RJ, calculated with
the zonal winds averaged between the northern and southern hemisphere.

associated with zonal winds, Juno’s gravity instrument has to detect signals of high degree n.
The zonal harmonics for deeper cutoff radii (0.84RJ and 0.94RJ)
are about two orders of magnitude larger than those for a cutoff radius corresponding to 1000 bar, and about three orders of magnitude larger than those for a cutoff radius corresponding to
100 bar. For zonal winds with cutoff radii of 0.84RJ and 0.94RJ,
and for zonal winds that are constant on cylinders (Hubbard,
1999), the zonal harmonics DJn start to be comparable in magnitude with the zonal harmonics Jn of the reference state at n = 12,
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Fig. 8. Gravitational zonal harmonics associated with equatorially symmetric zonal winds. (a) Green circles/solid line: DJn for rc = 0.84RJ. Orange circles/solid line: DJn for
rc = 0.94RJ. Deep blue circles/solid line: DJn for rc = 0.9917RJ (corresponding to 1000 bar). Light blue circles/solid line: DJn for rc = 0.9965RJ (corresponding to 100 bar). For
comparison, the red triangles with dash-doted line show DJn for a model with zonal winds slowly decaying with depth with scale height of 108 m (Kaspi et al., 2010). Black
stars shows the gravitational zonal harmonics of the reference state in solid body rotation (Hubbard, 1999), and magenta diamonds show observations from Voyager
(Campbell and Synnott, 1985). Juno’s gravity instrument is expected to be sensitive to zonal harmonics up to about degree 12. Filled (open) symbols indicate positive
(negative) zonal harmonics. (b) Detailed comparison with enlarged y-axis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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0.94RJ), the gravitational signals produced by the off-equatorial
winds dominate. Therefore, if the cutoff radius is near the deeper
end of what we consider plausible, it may be difﬁcult for Juno to
detect the gravity signal of deep off-equatorial zonal winds.

4. Conclusions
One of the main goals of the Juno mission is to measure the
water and ammonia abundances in Jupiter’s atmosphere below
the visible clouds. To achieve this goal, Juno’s microwave instrument is designed to measure the brightness temperature in six different channels sensitive to levels up to O(100 bar) (Janssen et al.,
2005). However, the thermal signals measured by the microwave
instrument come from two different sources: (i) opacity variations
produced by variations in the water and ammonia abundances and
(ii) temperature variations associated with zonal winds and their
shear. Understanding the thermal signals of the zonal winds is crucial for accurately inferring the abundances of water and ammonia.
We have shown that there exist strong physical constraints on the
structure of the zonal winds, which constrain their thermal as well
as their gravitational signals.
While it has long been assumed that entropy is completely
homogenized in Jupiter’s interior (Guillot et al., 2004), we have argued that—less restrictively—convection can only be expected to
homogenize entropy along surfaces of constant angular momentum per unit mass, which are approximately cylinders concentric
with the spin axis. Entropy gradients perpendicular to these surfaces then are constant going downward along the spin axis but
cannot generally be zero for the ﬂow to satisfy constraints derived
from the angular momentum and energy balances. We have used
this dynamical constraint on the interior entropy structure together with thermal wind balance to calculate zonal winds along
with the temperature and density perturbations they imply. To
do so, we had to assume a cutoff radius below which zonal winds
are negligibly weak. Energetic arguments (that Ohmic dissipation
associated with MHD drag at depth can at most be a fraction of
the total energy available to drive the ﬂow) and arguments based
on the angular momentum balance (that the Maxwell stress must

be substantial below the cutoff radius) constrained plausible cutoff
radii between 0.84RJ and 0.94RJ. But because of uncertainties about
the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld at depth, uncertainties remain in
these bounds for the cutoff radius (Appendices A and B).
Given our assumptions about the entropy structure, zonal
winds and associated temperature and density perturbations can
be calculated explicitly given a cutoff radius and an upper boundary condition. For the plausible cutoff radii between 0.84 and
0.94RJ and using the observed cloud-level winds as upper boundary condition, we calculated the zonal winds and the entropy, temperature, and density perturbations they imply. Because of the
increase of density with depth and the equation of state of hydrogen, strong zonal winds and their shear are concentrated in the
outer few percent of Jupiter’s radius, irrespective of the precise value of the cutoff radius. Density variations associated with the zonal winds are also concentrated in Jupiter’s outer layers. As a
consequence, gravitational signals associated with zonal winds
for different plausible cutoff radii may be difﬁcult to distinguish.
However, they are clearly different from gravitational signals associated with zonal winds conﬁned above the 1000-bar level. Temperature variations associated with the zonal winds increase
with depth. Equator-to-pole temperature contrasts reach 1–2 K
at 50 bar for plausible cutoff radii. This is well above the detection
limit of Juno’s microwave instrument. It is much larger than brightness temperature variations associated with plausible variations in
water vapor abundance, but possibly smaller than brightness temperature variations associated with variations in ammonia abundance. Thus, Juno’s gravity instrument can be expected to
distinguish deep zonal winds from extremely shallowly conﬁned
zonal winds (which we consider implausible); its microwave
instrument can be expected to provide constraints on the cutoff radius of deeper zonal winds provided variations in ammonia abundance can be further constrained by theory and modeling.
As an alternative to our physically based ﬂow model, we have
also considered consequences of a scenario in which zonal winds
are conﬁned above the 1000-bar level (outside 0.9917RJ). In this
case, gravitational signals of the zonal winds would likely not be
detectable by Juno, but the equator-to-pole temperature contrasts
would reach O(10 K) at 50 bar—a dynamical temperature signal
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that would easily be detectable and would likely dominate meridional brightness temperature variations measured by the microwave instrument. Such extreme shallow-ﬂow scenarios should be
easily distinguishable from our more plausible deeper-ﬂow
scenario.
More generally, our dynamical constraints imply a structure of
the zonal winds at depth that derives from a few straightforward
and well justiﬁable assumptions. Calculation of the zonal winds
at depth and of the entropy, temperature, and density perturbations they imply does not require a general circulation model, only
evaluation of integrals, observations of zonal winds in the upper
troposphere, and knowledge of the zeroth-order dynamical balances in the angular momentum equation (geostrophic) and in
the radial momentum equation (hydrostatic). This wind structure
and the associated temperature and density variations should provide strong constraints for inferring Jupiter’s composition from
measurements by the Juno mission.

outer layers where the electric conductivity of hydrogen is small
enough, at depths with Rm [ 10, the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld
can be estimated by downward continuation of the observed
poloidal ﬁeld in the upper atmosphere. In the deeper interior, at
depths with Rm J 10, magnetic ﬁeld generation through dynamo
action is strong and the ﬁeld can be much stronger than
observed in the upper atmosphere. If we take U  10 m s1and
Hr  1000 km, we obtain that Rm  10 when the magnetic diffusivity is 1  106 m2 s1, which occurs around 0.95RJ. Thus, below
0.95RJ, the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld can be signiﬁcantly
greater than the observed outer ﬁeld.
In the upper atmosphere, the observed poloidal magnetic ﬁeld
is B0 = 4.2 Gauss (Connerney, 1993). If we continue this observed
ﬁeld downward, we have B  B0(RJ/rc)3 at the cutoff radius rc. For
the Ohmic dissipation per unit area, this gives
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Appendix A. Energetic constraints on depth of zonal winds
In the highly electrically conducting planetary interior, interactions of the ﬂows with the magnetic ﬁeld produce Ohmic dissipation. Detailed calculations of Ohmic dissipation produced by zonal
winds have been provided by Liu et al. (2008). Here we give order
of magnitude estimates relevant to the ﬂows discussed in this
paper.
The Ohmic dissipation per unit volume produced by the interaction of the magnetic ﬁeld B with the ﬂow u is given by
2

q¼

j

r

;

ðA:1Þ

where r is the electrical conductivity and j is the magnitude of the
electric current j = r(E + u  B). If we neglect the effect of the electric ﬁeld E, the current scales like j  UB (zonal velocity U and poloidal magnetic ﬁeld strength B), and the Ohmic dissipation per unit
volume can be estimated as

q  rU 2 B2 :

ðA:2Þ

Because the electrical conductivity is an exponential function of
radius (Fig. 1a), the volume-integrated Ohmic dissipation Q mainly
comes from the deepest layers with substantial zonal winds: a
spherical shell extending about a scale height of the electrical conductivity Hr outward from the cutoff radius rc, so that

Q  4pr 2c Hr rU 2 B2 :

ðA:3Þ

Normalizing by the area of the sphere with radius RJ (to make
the Ohmic dissipation directly comparable with the standard
intrinsic and solar energy ﬂuxes per unit area in the upper atmosphere), the Ohmic dissipation per unit area is

 2
e  Hr rU 2 B2 rc :
Q
RJ

ðA:4Þ

The magnetic ﬁeld strength B entering this dissipation estimate
is uncertain. For example, the winds may nonlinearly modify the
magnetic ﬁeld. To evaluate the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld, we
use the dimensionless magnetic Reynolds number Rm = UHr/k,
where k = (l0r)1 is the magnetic diffusivity with magnetic permeability l0. The magnetic Reynolds number is the ratio of magnetic ﬁeld generation to magnetic ﬁeld dissipation. In Jupiter’s

 4
e  H r r U 2 B 2 RJ :
Q
0
rc

ðA:5Þ

Appendix B. Maxwell stress
In the region with signiﬁcant electrical conductivity, the thermal wind equation breaks down and zonal wind shear along the
spin axis is primarily determined by the Maxwell stress produced
by the planetary magnetic ﬁeld:

"
!#
ð$  BÞ  B
@u
1

$
 ek :
@z 2Xl0
q~

ðB:1Þ

Here, ek is the unit vector in the zonal direction. The magnitude of
the (dimensionless) zonal wind shear along the spin axis resulting
from the Maxwell stress can estimated as (Eq. (33) in Liu et al.
(2008))
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Hq @u F l0 r


;
 U @z   2XU q
~

ðB:2Þ

where Hq is the typical scale for the zonal velocity variation along
the spin axis, F is the planetary internal heat ﬂux, and r is the electrical conductivity. The Maxwell stress becomes signiﬁcant when
the estimated dimensionless zonal wind shear reaches unity.
Liu et al. (2008) estimated the zonal wind shear produced by
the Maxwell stress at the maximum penetration depth (0.96RJ)
for zonal winds that are constant along the spin axis. The calculated dimensionless zonal wind shear is about 105, which implies
that the Maxwell stress is not large enough to inﬂuence the zonal
wind shear along the spin axis if the observed zonal winds penetrate to the planetary interior unabatedly.
However, as we discussed in Section 2.2, the zonal winds generally must be sheared along the spin axis even in the upper atmosphere, where Maxwell stresses are insigniﬁcant. Their
magnitudes, away from the equatorial regions, generally can be expected to decrease toward the interior (Fig. 2). As a consequence,
sheared zonal winds with diminishing magnitude can penetrate
deeper into the planetary interior without violating Ohmic dissipation constraints, and Maxwell stresses may substantially affect the
~ as the density
zonal wind shear. If we take X  1:76  104 s1 ; q
in the interior of Jupiter calculated from SCVH EOS (for example,
q~  200 kg m3 at 0.94RJ), the dimensionless zonal wind shear
reaches unity for a zonal wind magnitude of 102 m s1 at the region with r  50 S m1, corresponding to 0.94RJ. At or below
0.94RJ, the thermal wind equation breaks down and the zonal wind
shear along the spin axis is determined by the Maxwell stress.
Thus, the depth of 0.94RJ provides an estimate for the upper bound
of the cutoff radius.
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